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Our Company

Evo’s artificial intelligence is rapidly expanding our concept of what is possible to 
predict. This AI serves as the basis for more accurate demand forecasts and pricing 
and supply chain analyses. Our algorithms optimize the allocation of items in stores, 
pinpoint ideal product prices, maximize returns from discounting, and replenish 
inventory by analyzing historical patterns, current data, and trend forecasts.

Leading retailers all over the world turn to Evo to optimize their performance using 
our revolutionary approach to predictive pricing and supply chain analysis. Moreover, 
our powerful yet flexible system ensures rapid implementation within a company’s 
existing systems and procedures. 

Evo’s head office is located in Turin, Italy within I3P, the Innovative Entreprise 
Incubator of the Polytechnic University of Turin. Our other main branch is located 
in central London in the United Kingdom. We furthermore have commercial offices 
around the world, including in Paris, Moscow, San Francisco, Hong Kong, and Mexico 
City. 

Thanks to unrivalled methodology and skilled data scientists we can optimize prices, 
promotions, inventory, and distribution by accurately forecasting future demand. 
The key to Evo’s success has been a synergy between man and the machine: human 
intuition is included in our models, ensuring our algorithms perform more effectively. 

Evo has a young and dynamic team, with an average age of 30, The Evo family has 
diverse backgrounds and skillsets that improve our predictive abilities. 
Our graduates aren’t just recruited from top data science programs, but they also join 
us after specializing in engineering, computer science, mathematics, and statistics. 

Since 2013, Evo has processed transactions worth over 100 billion dollars and has 
generated average savings of 20%- 30% for clients in 35 countries. In some cases, 
waste was even reduced by over 40%! This is made possible by leveraging Evo’s 
massive database of over 1.2 billion customers and cutting-edge use of data analysis. 
Every year, Evo helps its partners achieve even higher returns. 

Our client list also continues to grow. In fact, we are proud to report an annual 
growth rate of over 100%. As Evo continues to expand, so too will our ability to 
deliver increasingly accurate forecasts. 



Our Story

Evo’s story begins with a PhD thesis. Evo Founder and CEO Fabrizio Fantini was a 
graduate student at Harvard University in 2009, and he was determined to find a 
more efficient and accurate way to price products than current flawed pricing 
software. He was sure that emerging technologies that had brought forth a new 
generation of intelligent algorithms could overcome their limits. 

Traditional price forecasting can only handle so many input factors, but new machine 
learning models could quickly process an unlimited number of input parameters and 
even determine which of these parameters would influence the expected result and 
how— all in real time.

Fabrizio knew that overcoming traditional forecast limits could transform demand 
forecasting; it was just a matter of creating the right algorithm. He made creating and 
validating such an algorithm his thesis project. The result became the first iteration of 
Evo’s Predictive Pricing model. 

This results-focused, yet scientific approach is at the heart of Evo’s solutions. All of 
our additional forecasting products have been built slowly and scientifically, most 
through collaborations and partnerships with major universities.
 
Fabrizio went into academia after a decade of consulting work for McKinsey, so he 
knew that his algorithm wasn’t just interesting from a theoretical perspective; it could 
help retailers stay competitive in the Digital Age. In 2013, therefore, he founded Evo 
in London as an entirely self-financed enterprise without any outside investors. 

Since 2013, Evo has grown dramatically and honed its two primary umbrella 
products: Predictive Pricing and Predictive Supply Chain. Both are aimed at 
optimizing companies with a turnover of over 100 million euros that are operating in 
sectors such as fashion, retail, mass retail channel, insurance, travel, and hospitality. 

The first client to believe in Evo was Miroglio Group, a major Italian fashion and 
textiles group that includes brands such as Elena Mirò, Caractère, Motivi, Fiorella 
Rubino, and Per te by Krizia. Since partnering with Miroglio, however, Evo has 
expanded to serve clients in 35 countries. 



Fabrizio Fantini

Fabrizio is the mind behind Evo. If it weren’t for his recognition of the transformative 
power of AI, Evo never would have existed. In fact, he created Evo’s original 
Predictive Pricing product for his PhD thesis in 2009. This was the first predictive 
algorithm of its kind that was able to beat the performance of more complex and 
more expensive commercial pricing systems.
 
Before pursuing graduate studies, however, Fabrizio worked extensively in the 
business world. For over a decade, he supported global CEOs in optimizing business 
outcomes as a consultant at McKinsey. 

This experience helped Fabrizio develop the practical skills and business expertise 
needed to ensure that Evo’s algorithms analyzed all the elements that impact 
demand in the real world. His experiences at McKinsey are why Evo prioritizes a 
synergistic relationship between human instincts and expertise and machine 
learning. 

All Evo’s algorithms originate from Fabrizio’s initial intuition about market needs, 
which is why Evo’s products are designed to supplement and inform human 
decision-making, not replace it. Fabrizio’s goal is for Evo to help executives make 
more informed and ultimately better managerial decisions. Artificial intelligence helps 
customers achieve and maintain extraordinary results, not settle for average ones. 

Fabrizio has regularly partnered with experts and top academics around the world to 
conduct research. In addition to completing his PhD, Fabrizio completed an MBA at 
Harvard University. 

Fabrizio is passionate about helping customers create value through high-
performance yet simple-to-use solutions. He’s also proud that Evo products can 
significantly improve clients’ sustainability.



Evo quotes

Fabrizio Fantini, Founder and CEO

“Evo Pricing was created through my doctoral research work, which started while I 
was in Boston studying at Harvard University. Evo essentially takes data from 
customers, from the market, and from other sources to estimate the probability of a 
sale with the smallest possible margin of error. This allows us to understand optimal 
prices, promotions, and mix of products for each store”.

“Our solutions inform a broad spectrum of key managerial decisions from initial 
production planning and strategy to the ideal allocation of store inventory and 
pricing optimization all the way to discount strategy and targeted promotions. We 
can help clients serve customers better throughout the entire retail cycle to ensure 
customer loyalty.”

“We often compare ourselves to GPS. Why? First of all because of how our 
technology works. The GPS device itself is incredibly complex. It uses cutting-edge 
technology and complicated logic that the average person would struggle to 
understand, but the user interface is incredibly simple. Anyone can use it. In addition, 
GPS gives you an ever-adjusting path to reach your destination. It tells you if you 
have to go straight or to the left or right. You get an alert when you need to change 
your route because road conditions change. This is basically what Evo does. We take 
large amounts of data and rather complex algorithms to give management simple 
directions on the best paths to reach their goals”.

“The amount of data available has exploded in the past few years. This exponential 
increase in data was brought on by a dramatic decrease in the price of storing and 
collecting that data. It’s easy to assume that these changes make predictions and 
data analysis easier, but the excess data just becomes noise that hides patterns. 
That’s why our job is getting harder, not easier”.

“Our first customer in the fashion industry was the Miroglio Group, a company that 
runs a number of leading Italian fashion and textiles brands. Our work with them has 
to this day been one of the most successful and also most scientifically interesting 
projects we’ve taken on. We researched the factors that would most improve 
accurate distribution of inventory in stores and discovered that the involvement of 
store managers in the decision-making process helped artificial intelligence 
significantly improve returns. The algorithms may be a vital part of the equation, but 
they cannot be fully optimized without human contributions. This is why Evo has 
created a new synergy between machine accuracy and human intuition”.



“Human intuition improves the results we get from artificial intelligence. In the retail 
world, for example, their synergy reduces errors in data analysis by an average of 40 
per cent. Leveraging them together makes decisions more accurate. This alone can 
increase sales by more than ten per cent”. 

“Artificial intelligence is changing the way companies are managed. Our job is, to an 
extent, to give companies a sort of decision-making ‘autopilot’ guided by big data. In 
a dynamic world like ours, however, pure data alone is never enough. We must still 
integrate human insights into our algorithm to make it as powerful as possible”.

“They say data is the new gold, but it’s not so much the data itself that has value but 
rather our ability to transform that data into actionable insights we can use to make 
better decisions”. 

“Often people consider what we do to be very complicated, but let me tell you a 
fascinating story that will make our work a little easier to understand. In the fashion 
sector, sales forecasting is incredibly difficult to do. After all, in this industry, trends 
are incredibly volatile and products have a very short life cycle. This means there isn’t 
ever enough internal data to accurately assess the sales potential of new products. 

So what did we do? We came up with a two-part solution. First, we added a large 
amount of external data into our algorithm, everything from what’s on social media 
to local weather forecasts. Next, we had the store managers contribute their local 
insights to the order. Every week, we’d use our algorithm to suggest a particular 
allocation of goods to each store in the next shipment. Each store would then have 
a chance to make a fixed number of changes to that suggested allocation based on 
local insights into demand and trends. 

This solution scared companies. In the past, they had not trusted local staff to have 
so much control over the ordering process. But we were able to show our clients to 
the tune of over €1,000,000/ month in increased profits that this system worked— 
and even delivered massive results. We’ve shown that store-level employees hold 
key insights. When you empower them with the accuracy and intelligence of big data, 
the whole system is much more effective”.

“Our biggest battles in today’s market are against waste and the risks and delays as-
sociated with uncertainty. We can win these battles when we change the way 
companies make decisions.”

Marco Palminiello, Partner

“The companies that are going to grow the most and hire the most new employees 
over the next few years are those that innovate using artificial intelligence before 
their competitors”. 



Giuseppe Craparotta, Senior Data Scientist

“Given that the current business reality is complex and that the data itself is not just 
complex but also multifaceted and fragmented, we need to use tools capable of 
capturing the full complexity of all of the available data. Classic forecasting tools like 
Excel-based software are simply too limited to keep up.”

Elena Marocco, Data Scientist

“What’s unusual about our algorithms that they are based not only on advanced 
statistical methodology and machine learning but also on human intuition. In fact, 
we’ve shown that the synergy between humans and machines is a winner that can 
lead to surprising results”. 

Our Products 

Evo initially offered services based around two distinct pricing and replenishment 
algorithms. 

Over 2017 and 2018, these two products were broken into seven further specialized 
products, which in 2019 were grouped under our original two macro-categories of 
products: Evo Pricing and Evo Replenishment.  

Evo Replenish: Allocate the right products in the right sizes, styles, and colours in the 
right stores at the right time

Evo Markdown: Simulate the results of several different markdown scenarios in or-
der to identify the optimal strategy to achieve particular objectives

Evo Pricing: Optimize a detailed pricing strategy for each individual item

Evo Promo: Analyze, plan, and measure the success of the entire promotional pro-
cess based on previously defined objectives

Evo Forecast: Accurately predict the strategy that will optimize sales and reduce 
dead inventory and waste in the supply chain

Market Tracker: Identify emerging trends, primary competitors, and key products to 
extrapolate the data necessary to develop ideal business strategies

Impact Tracker: Monitor and adjust the impact of chosen pricing, promotion, and 
storage strategies.



Our Clients 

Evo primarily works with companies with an annual turnover of at least 100 million 
euros that are operating in the fashion, retail, mass retail channel, insurance, travel, and 
hospitality sectors. 

Evo currently has clients in 35 countries, including Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, the 
United Kingdom, Russia, the United States of America, Mexico, Australia, and New 

Zealand.

Awards

2018 - It4Fashion Innovation Award -W Best startup



30+ business scientists

100 billion+ transactions generated

€280 million+ in savings for our clients

1.2 billion+ customer database to draw data from

220 man-years of investment in R&D

€1 million investment from the EU Innovation Fund

2 patents (in Italy and the USA)

2013: Year Evo was founded

Evo by numbers



Other Partners

Academic partners



Publications

2019

Enrico Armando and Giuseppe Craparotta, «A Meta-Model for Fashion Retail Category 
Sales Forecasting», in: Business Models and ICT Technologies for the Fashion Supply 
Chain, ed. Springer, 2019, pag. 79-93

2018

Roberta Sirovich, Giuseppe Craparotta and Elena Marocco, «An Intelligent Fashion Re-
plenishment System Based on Data Analytics and Expert Judgment», in: Artificial Intel-
ligence for Fashion Industry in the Big Data Era, ed. Springer, 2018, pag. 173-195 

Rohan Maleku Shrestha, Giuseppe Craparotta, Sébastien Thomassey and Ronald Moore, 
«A two staged forecasting scheme considering the constraints of sales forecasting in 
the fashion industry», in: Data Science And Knowledge Engineering For Sensing Deci-
sion Support - Proceedings Of The 13th International Flins Conference, ed. World Scien-
tific Publishing Co Pte Ltd, 2018, pag. 1504-1511

Diego Ciulli, Giampaolo Colletti, Carlo A. Carnevale Maffè, «Le persone dietro i dati», in: 
G factor: Storie di imprese italiane che crescono con Google, ed. Egea, 2018, pag. 164-
166



Case studies

2019

Sunil Gupta and David Lane, «Miroglio Fashion (A)», Harvard Business School Case 
519-053, February 2019

Events

2019

“Blockchain, AI, influencer marketing: cosa vuol dire fare digital business”, Torino Digi-
tal Days, Torino

“Big Data to Decisions: AI and Machine Learning masterclass”, London Business 
School, Londra

“GIFT: Get Inspired by Future Tech | ITW”, I3P, Torino

“Lightbulbing 2019”, Max Mara Fashion Group, Reggio Emilia

“Ingegnerizzazione del management aziendale”, DISMA, Politecnico di Torino

2018

“Industry 4.0: The digital value chain in Fashion”, Lectra & ESCP Europe ‘Fashion & 
Technology’ Chair, Londra

“The Science Behind Dynamic Pricing”, Cambridge Judge Business School, University 
of Cambridge

“SI fa STEM. Donne e scienze per un futuro con pari opportunità”, Soroptimist Interna-
tional, Caserta

“Fashion Goes Digital”, Lectra, Bordeaux-Cestas

“Aragón Open Future”, T-ZIR, Zaragoza



“IT4Fashion Awards 2018”, IT4Fashion, Firenze

“SUS- Stats Under the Stars”, Società Italiana di Statistica, Palermo

“Decoded Future Fashion”, Intesa Sanpaolo Innovation Center, Londra 

"Corporate Meeting Artificial Intelligence", Fondazione Torino Wireless, Torino

“Wwworkers Camp 2018 - Remade in Italy”, Wwworkers.it, Torino

2017

“NRF Retail’s Big Show 2017”, National Retail Federation, New York City

“Edison Pulse Day energia per la tua startup”, Edison, Torino

“Ripensare la sostenibilità nel fashion”, Fashion Technology Accelerator, Milano

“Retail Startup Day”, EsadeCreapolis, Barcelona

“Wwworkers Camp 2017”, Wwworkers.it, Roma

“BizBang jump into the future”, IBM, Milano

“Customer Centric Fashion Pricing And Forecasting”, SDA Bocconi, Milano

“Innova Lavoro - Professioni e Professionisti di Domani”, Copernico, Torino

“Intelligenza artificiale e big data nella Moda”, Deloitte, Milano

“Fashion & Technology: Is customer data the New Black?”, Lectra - ESCP Europe 
“Fashion and Technology” Chair, Parigi

“The Pricing Symposium”, London Business School, Londra

“FashionTechDays 2017”, Annick Jehanne, Roubaix



In the news

Il Sole 24 Ore

The Business of Fashion 

London Business School 

Harvard Business School 

Pambianco News 

Vogue Italia 

Vanity Fair

Radio24

La Repubblica 

RaiNews 

NOVA24 - Il Sole 24 Ore 

Panorama

La Stampa

FIRST

Radio Deejay

https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/evo-torino-l-intelligenza-artificiale-che-vuol-fare-concorrenza-ad-amazon-ACDpUSr
https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/professional/how-fashion-brands-predict-the-future
https://www.london.edu/lbsr/nine-dos-and-donts-of-big-data
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/item.aspx?num=55823
https://www.pambianconews.com/2018/06/28/lectra-si-prepara-a-nuove-sfide-hi-tech-attraverso-innovative-soluzioni-4-0-239351/
https://www.vogue.it/vogue-talents/contest-opportunities/2017/03/10/sostenibilita-startup-mymantra-quid-zigzag
https://www.vanityfair.it/mybusiness/news-mybusiness/2017/07/13/lavoro-trend-nuove-imprese
https://resources.evopricing.com/press/radio-24-il-sole-24-ore/
https://giampaolocolletti.nova100.ilsole24ore.com/2017/06/09/worktrends-wwworkers-camera-2017/?refresh_ce=1
https://www.panorama.it/economia/lavoro/professioni-digitali-tendenze/
https://resources.evopricing.com/press/la-stampa/
https://www.firstonline.info/intesa-sanpaolo-a-londra-per-promuovere-il-fashion-tech/
https://resources.evopricing.com/press/radio-deejay/
https://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2017/04/25/gli-scienziati-dei-dati-lultima-scommessa-lanciata-sotto-la-moleTorino13.html?ref=search&refresh_ce
http://www.rainews.it/dl/rainews/media/Wwworkers-i-piccoli-imprenditori-digitali-4c20a5b2-7c5c-4f9a-b92f-afe9a7b098b9.html



